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taking life in any form, not entirely ^ owing to their Buddhistic
religion but also from fear of persecution by the spirit of the slain
creature. Rice is the principal crop cultivated and supplies the
staple food of the people. It is generally eaten with cooked
vegetables. The Palaungs, a mountain race, grow tea. European
imports are rare, China supplying from across the frontier most
of the simple needs of the population.
The whole Shan race is of Thibeto-Burman origin but the fact
that they designate themselves " Tai " proves their affinity to
the people who invaded and now occupy Siam.    The various
tribes differ much in features, dress, language and customs.
On the confines of China the Chinese type predominates.   To
the west the Burmese element is clearly noticeable.   The Shans
are as a rule picturesque, robust, cheerful, friendly and moral.
They refuse to engage in unnecessary labour and enjoy life.
Light in colour, they are very susceptible to sunburn, with rather
flat faces and high cheek bones.   The men wear their hair long,
tied in a chignon at the side or back of the head, the ends often
emerging like stiff tassels through the folds, of their turbans:
They wear as a rule the v wide loose Chinese trousers and a shirt
or a small coat.   The costume of the women varies in different
parts  of the country and  presents  features  of interest and
curiosity.    In some districts a number of thin bamboo hoops
encircle their waists and legs.   The people marry for affection,
and unhappy unions are said to be rare.   Family life is close and
affectionate.    The women work but enjoy complete liberty.
The good looks of the people are spoiled, especially in the
Southern States, by the nasty habit of betel-nut chewing which
not only discolours but also disfigures the mouth.    A plug of
tobacco, held between the lips and the teeth, no doubt also largely
helps to distend the former.
The journey from Lashio to Taunggyi is a little over 300
miles in length, but travelling was necessarily slow owing to the
state of much of the track. I journeyed leisurely stopping from
time to time to visit Pagodas by the roadside or to walk in the
glades of the pine forests, where the air was pungently sweet with
the scent of resin. At one spot near the road a Fair was being held
with its accompanying " Pwe "—or variety theatre. The
little plain was covered with mat huts and stalls, tea houses and
side-shows, and crowded with a happy throng of pleasure
seekers. Gambling was in progress—for the Shan is a born
gambler-—and on a long strip of matting laid on the ground the

